Abstract-Following about 40 years of successful deployment of coordinated traffic-responsive ramp control, a new generation is being developed for Minnesota's freeways based on density measurements, rather than flow rates. This was motivated from recent research indicating that the critical value of density at which capacity is observed is less sensitive and more stable than capacity, thereby allowing the opportunity for more effective control. The main goals of the new approach are to delay the onset of the breakdown and accelerate system recovery when ramp metering is disabled due to the violation of maximum allowable ramp waiting times. This is obtained by a dynamic zone partitioning of the freeway network to identify critical bottleneck locations and coordinated balancing of ramp delays, which aims to avoid mainline breakdown. The effectiveness of the new control strategy is assessed by comparison with the currently deployed version of the stratified zone metering algorithm through microscopic simulation of a real 12-mi 17-ramp freeway section. Simulations show a decrease in delays of mainline and ramp traffic and an improvement of 8% in overall system delays while avoiding maximum ramp delay violations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O N-RAMP metering has been widely employed as an effective strategy to reduce congestion and increase freeway operational efficiency. It is one of the most efficient tools to mitigate congestion, other than adding capacity to infrastructures. The fundamental philosophy of ramp metering is that a corridor can maintain its optimal operation by regulating the freeway input to be under its capacity. Over the years, a number of traffic-responsive ramp control strategies have been developed to regulate the entrance ramp demand to freeways. These strategies use basic principles of feedback and feedfor-ward controls with minor modifications and can be classified as isolated or coordinated.
In isolated ramp metering, the rate for an on-ramp is determined based on its local traffic conditions. The most prominent example of the isolated metering strategy with multiple successful field applications is ALINEA, which targets a set point for the downstream occupancy or density [1] . A review of other isolated algorithms is presented in Papageorgiou and Kotsialos [2] . The main inefficiencies of isolated ramp algorithms are manifested in three cases: 1) high demand, where inequity issues arise, as travelers at the on-ramps experience significantly higher delays than those in the mainline or adjacent ramps; 2) short on-ramps, where long queues can spill back to the arterial network and create significant delays in adjacent streets; and 3) multiple active bottlenecks.
Coordinated ramp-metering strategies utilize system-wide traffic measurements from an entire region of the network to control all on-ramps within the region. Some operational examples of coordinated algorithms are the Bottleneck [3] , Zone [4] , Metaline [5] , Helper [6] , and Swarm [7] . A variety of optimal control theories coupled with dynamic traffic simulation models have been tested in [8] - [13] . The objective in most of these studies is to minimize the total system travel time. An extensive review of heuristic coordinated traffic-responsive ramp-metering algorithms is presented in [14] and [15] .
A more advanced concept in freeway control (similar to the coordinated one) employs a hierarchical control structure where overall freeway control is decomposed into several components or layers, such as prediction, optimization, and direct control. The main objective of hierarchical control is to achieve computational feasibility and robustness of the control solutions by determining the systemwide nominal metering rates first and then adjusting them according to real traffic conditions. Previous efforts have employed the hierarchical control concept based on two, three, or four layers. Papageorgiou [16] proposed a threelayer control system consisting of an optimization, a direct control, and an adaptation layer. Four-layer hierarchical control, as proposed by May [17] , includes initialization, estimation, optimization, and tactics processors. The Stratified Zone Metering (SZM) algorithm, which has been deployed by Mn/DOT since 2003, is essentially of three-layers, including ramp, zone, and system layer (i.e., broken zone identification layer) design. Total ramp volume is distributed over all metered ramps in the zone in proportion to their demands. SZM targets the flow capacity in the merge area and is based on mainstream and 1524-9050/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE ramp measurements of flow and occupancy. Further extensions to this algorithm include improvements for the determination of the ramp minimum release rate [18] and the queue size estimation [19] .
The aforementioned Minnesota's strategies rely on capacity estimations from flow measurements. However, analysis of real traffic data from freeway merge areas indicates that the recurrent traffic breakdown during peak hours can occur at different flow values, even under the same weather and lighting conditions [20] . Furthermore, the probabilistic characteristics of capacity have been broadly observed in the literature, e.g., [21] , due to the breakdown phenomena or variability of weather conditions. On the other hand, earlier research [22] indicated that the critical value of occupancy at which capacity is observed is less sensitive and quite stable. Our own research on the subject in Minnesota's freeways confirms the preceding findings and indicates a capacity drop of as high as 15%, resulting in substantial miscalculation of the optimal metering rates. Similar results for capacity drop have been reported for many locations in the same network [23] . This suggests that a control strategy based on flow thresholds is likely to underload the freeway or lead to traffic congestion. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a new methodology to overcome this uncertainty for making the stratified ramp control strategy more robust and adaptive to real-time traffic conditions. The strategy presented here resulted from discussions with Mn/DOT, which first identified the need to move to a new generation based on density considerations rather than flows. It was also recognized that the principles of the current control scheme were developed in the late 1960's; albeit the most recent ramp queue improvements were only deployed in 2003, the main line modeling was not changed. Thus, the new generation should have a major impact on both the state of the practice and the state of the art. The main goals of the strategy are to delay the onset of the breakdown and to accelerate system recovery when ramp metering is unable due to the violation of the maximum allowable ramp waiting time. To achieve this, the strategy consists of dynamic zone partitioning of the freeway network (which is used to identify critical congestion locations), followed by coordinated balancing of ramp delays and avoidance of mainline breakdown. In this paper, we present some empirical observations for the current algorithm from the Twin Cities Metropolitan area. This is followed by a description of the new density-based coordinated algorithm and an implementation to a 12-mi corridor at the H-169 freeway through microsimulation. In addition to the preliminary simulation results presented here, a field implementation and testing of the control strategy is currently being planned for refinements and large-scale deployment on the Twin Cities freeway.
II. EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS
The control objectives of the current SZM algorithm are regulating the zone inputs so that the total entering volumes do not exceed the zone capacity and limiting maximum ramp wait times below a predetermined value (4 min) during the control period. The algorithm is built on the basic philosophy of balancing the volumes entering and leaving a section of freeway based on flow conservation. A unique feature of SZM is that zones are grouped into multiple layers from 0.5 to 3 mi in length. A layer is defined as a sequence of successive zones comprising an equal number of stations. As zones overlap, ramps are assigned multiple release rates (one for each layer), and the most restrictive is selected as the dominant one. A more detailed description of the SZM algorithm can be found in [24] .
With respect to the current algorithm, by carefully analyzing empirical data of active bottlenecks in the Twin Cities freeways, we noticed that there are many cases where four conditions hold. 1) Capacity is underutilized because its value before the occurrence of the breakdown is usually higher than that implemented in the current algorithm. In addition, there are cases where the 4-min ramp constraint is miscalculated by the control logic. 2) Once the 4-min ramp constraint is violated, the metering rates significantly fluctuate, e.g., in a 10-min period, ramp rates rise and fall between very low and very high many times. These high fluctuations increase the severity of stop-and-go traffic.
3) The coordination is not efficient with respect to the ramp waiting times. Many ramps close to that with long delays exhibit short delays, even when the demand is high. 4) Once a freeway is congested, the capacity considerably drops, and the system is unable to return to a state of "capacity before the first breakdown" for too long, thereby prolonging the congestion period and increasing system delays. Fig. 1 summarizes results from real-data analysis using loop detectors for the current SZM algorithm. Fig. 1(a) shows the queue size in an active bottleneck in TH-169 (Plymouth onramp location) and the ramp waiting times in the three upstream ramps. Note that, when the active bottleneck of Plymouth experiences very long ramp queues (queue detector occupancy of 100%), the maximum waiting times at the three upstream ramps are much less than 4 min, and coordination is inefficient. In a well-operated coordinated algorithm, upstream ramps should store more vehicles for relieving the load of the critical ramp. Fig. 1(b) plots the ramp-metering rate and the ramp queue detector occupancy in the Plymouth location at 30-s intervals. The graph clearly shows the strong variability of metering rates when ramp constraint is violated. Note that the metering rate jumps from 240 to 1200 vh/h within 1 min to decrease the queue length and then decreases to a very low value. Fig. 1(c) shows an example of capacity drop at Plymouth active bottleneck. Note a 15% range of capacity drop after the breakdown (from 4600 to 4000 vh/hr) for a density of 35 vh/mi/ln.
Based on these observations, we identified six shortcomings of the SZM, which we addressed to improve the overall freeway performance. 1) Capacity is considered constant during all times at all bottlenecks. We have observed a significant capacity drop after the breakdown in many locations (varying from 10% to 20%).
2) The total capacity of an active bottleneck (mainline + on-ramp) depends on the ratio of the two flows. More specifically, when ramp flows are higher, the capacity is smaller (∼5%-10%). This is related to the overreaction of the algorithm when the 4-min violation occurs and the metering rates "jump." The effect of ramp flows has been reported by many researchers, e.g., [20] and [25] . 3) While values of occupancy near capacity are quite stable, bottleneck capacity has stochastic variations, and a control strategy based on constant predetermined flow thresholds is likely to underload the freeway or, conversely, lead to traffic congestion. 4) The current algorithm cannot postpone the occurrence of the 4-min violation, which is directly related to the initiation of congestion. 5) The multilayer approach cannot always balance the ramp rates between successive ramps because applied rates are often estimated at different layers. 6) A careful consideration of the "maximum delay at ramps" parameter could lead to better system performance.
The first three issues are directly addressed by switching from a flow-to a density-based algorithm. Point 4 is addressed by better balancing of ramp queues. Dynamic zone partitioning resolves point 5, whereas some sensitivity analysis enhances point 6.
III. ALGORITHM'S DESCRIPTION
Instead of a layer-based algorithm as in the current SZM algorithm, we proceed with a dynamic-zone-based algorithm. The whole freeway system is divided into zones, where the length of each zone is dynamic and is estimated in real time, i.e., it is embedded in the algorithm. As a fully coordinated feedback control algorithm is not a feasible solution (from both a computational and an implementation point of view), the role of zones is to decompose the problem without significant loss of optimality. Within each zone, the metering rates are chosen independently of the conditions in other zones. The zone boundaries and length mainly depend on the following: 1) the level of congestion on the mainline direction; 2) the demand and queue lengths at individual on-ramps; and 3) the location of the active bottleneck(s). An active bottleneck arises when vehicles discharge from an upstream queue (to guarantee that the bottleneck served vehicles at a maximum rate) and vehicles are unimpeded by traffic conditions emanating from further downstream. The location of an active bottleneck is either at freeway merges, where there is an additional inflow, or in areas where the capacity changes (e.g., a change in topology from three to two lanes). The algorithm sequentially identifies the traffic states of freeway sections, partitions the freeway to zones, and determines the metering rates for each section for all zones.
Let us first define a section of a freeway. The section is (in most of the cases) a portion of the freeway between two consecutive mainline detector locations. Each section contains one on-ramp and one off-ramp, with a few exceptions (e.g., freeway-to-freeway connections, two successive ramps, etc.). Each section cannot contain more than one on-ramp. If there are more than one on-ramp between two consecutive mainline detectors, this part of the freeway consists of x sections, where x is the number of on-ramps.
When freeway traffic is free flowing and on-ramp demands are low, there is no need for a coordinated algorithm, and rates are estimated based on local conditions (zone length = one section). A coordinated algorithm is used (which results in longer zones) when there is a series of high-demand ramps upstream from an active bottleneck, or there are two closely spaced active bottlenecks and the downstream one is propagating upstream. Thus, we need to provide the algorithm i) with a procedure to identify the active bottlenecks in the freeway, ii) with quantitative criteria to choose the appropriate type (local or coordinated), and iii) with a methodology to estimate boundaries and lengths of zones (starting section and ending section or zone length).
We now provide the definition of a zone. A zone comprises an active bottleneck location (or a location that is a threat for an active bottleneck if demand conditions continue to be the same) at its downstream end and the upstream sections that are influenced by the bottleneck/threat. The associated on-ramp of this downstream bottleneck is the controlling ramp for this zone. All rates in the other ramps will be estimated to postpone the occurrence of the breakdown at the controlling ramp.
Each zone should tail off if possible with two to three sections with low on-ramp demands that are historically uncongested. The preceding segmentation may lead to zones with more than one bottleneck location. We will address later the issue of choosing the controlling ramp among different active bottlenecks. We also integrate a constraint for the maximum length of a zone (∼5 mi) as the controllability of long zones is difficult when conditions are not stationary.
The algorithm's goal is to keep the car density levels at all ramps below the congestion thresholds and not to allow low speeds to occur in the mainline by constraining the ramp delays. The ramp rates become stricter when the mainline density is close to the congestion threshold, and the ramp rates increase when the ramp waiting times are close to the ramp delay threshold. When it is not possible to keep both uncongested because of high on-ramp and mainline demands, the algorithm seeks to delay the violation of both thresholds as much as possible. The metering rates are decided based on the following: 1) how close the mainline density and/or the ramp delay is to the congestion thresholds and 2) how fast they are approaching these thresholds (rate of change). For example, if two ramps have the same ramp delays but these delays increase to different rates, the applied ramp flows should be different as well. To account for both conditions, two key variables are introduced for each merge section. These are time durations T k for the mainline and T w for the ramp, until the mainline and the ramp reach the congestion thresholds, respectively. 1 By identifying the controlling bottleneck in a freeway section, which is also the downstream end of one zone, all the upstream ramp rates are estimated in such a way that the ramp violation will simultaneously occur in all ramps. As the zones and controlling bottlenecks are identified in real time, the algorithm is able to capture changes in demand in different locations of the network.
A. Associated Variables and Parameters
Let us first define the required variables for the development of the algorithm. Their values are based on historical or realtime data from loop detectors. For each ramp i, we estimate the following variables, which are distinguished in historical and real-time data: The first set of variables should be estimated before the implementation of the algorithm and is not time dependent, whereas the second set of variables is dynamically estimated every 30 s. Note that all variables are estimated based on 30-s flow and density measures at a moving window of 5-min moving averages every 30 s. This procedure smoothens random or unpredictable (difficult to estimate) phenomena such as short fluctuations in demand, percentage of trucks in the sample of vehicles, detector errors, behavioral characteristics of drivers, etc. Some of these variables have almost identical values among all ramps, and in this case, global values are assigned. We also define some parameters that are used to identify different traffic states and decisions. 1) Critical density for the mainline upstream from ramp i, i.e., k crit (i). This variable is used to identify the threshold between congested and uncongested conditions in the mainline. It is estimated from historic data as the average density among 2% of the flow-density pairs observed (over multiple days) with the highest flow for the closest upstream detector to a merge. In most current ramp-metering algorithms based on density (e.g., ALINEA [1] ), a slightly smaller value than the critical density is applied, e.g., 0.95 × k crit (i). We also follow a similar approach. 2 2) Capacity flows before and after the occurrence of congested conditions c h (i) and c l (i). c h (i) is estimated as the average flow from all the flow-density pairs with values of density between 0.95 × k crit (i) and 1.00 × k crit (i), whereas c l (i) is that for values of density between 1.00 × k crit (i) and 1.05 × k crit (i). 3 3) Average density between the merge locations of the acceleration lane associated with the ramp and the upstream mainline detector or 300-ft upstream, whichever is shorter at time interval t. This estimation extends the kinematic wave theory modeling with finite differences of [26] by using internal boundaries for the mainline detector measures and fundamental diagrams with capacity drops estimated from empirical data. More details about the density estimation can be found elsewhere [27] . The length of 300 ft can also be overwritten for special cases.
The rate of change of the mainline density for an interval with duration T is then calculated as
4) Maximum waiting time for vehicles on the ramp at interval t (based on a combination of arrival and departure patterns and on occupancy of queue detectors) w t (i).
The rate of change of the delay for the ramps is then calculated as
5) The time duration until the occurrence of congested conditions on the mainline, i.e., the time to congestion on the mainline, is estimated as
6) The time duration until the violation of ramp wait time constraint T crit , i.e., the time to ramp congestion, is estimated as
We now assign state conditions for each merge location. 0-state is considered safest, 1-state is near congestion, and 2-state is in the completely congested regime. These states will contribute in the estimation of zone lengths and the type of ramp metering employed (local or coordinated). State 0 occurs when the mainline density is small, and the time to congestion is large for both mainline and ramp. State 1 occurs when the mainline density is medium and the time to congestion is positive for both mainline and ramp, whereas state 2 occurs when congestion is observed in the mainline or the ramp, i.e., T k t (i) or T w t (i) is negative. Different states S t (i) at each merge location are identified as follows (where δ, τ k , and τ w are thresholds to quantitatively distinguish between states; δ is a low density margin for the mainline to separate state 0 from 1, e.g., 70%-80% of the critical density; and τ k and τ w are the mainline and ramp-area safe time intervals before the mainline (or the ramp) is in risk of congestion (or overflow), e.g., 10 min):
When there exist two problematic locations close to congestion thresholds that are neighboring (two to three sections apart), the algorithm has to choose which one will be the controlling section. There are two options. 1) If the upstream location experiences more severe demand conditions, then the freeway is separated into two zones, with one ending at the upstream location and another one between the two problematic locations. 2) If the downstream location experiences more severe demand conditions, then there is only one zone for this freeway, and the controlling ramp is the downstream one. All ramp rates are estimated with respect to the controlling location; the goal is that all ramps simultaneously reach the ramp waiting constraint.
To identify the most problematic location, we define the net inflow between the two locations i and j, i.e., M t (i, j), which is given as the sum of on-ramp volumes minus the sum of off-ramp volumes for all ramps between the two locations. This justifies whether the demand at the upstream problematic location is higher or lower than the demand at the downstream location, thus representing the gain of vehicles within the given section for the specified interval. This variable will help in choosing the critical bottleneck, which will define the metering rates in the coordinated strategy. If the capacities of the two sections are different, we account for this by adding the loss in capacity from the net input obtained from the ramp flows. Thus, the net inflow (I 
B. Bottleneck and Zone Identification
The state conditions identify the problematic locations that can be expected to become the active bottleneck(s). The zone identifies the associated sequence of sections that get affected by a given active bottleneck (or are expected to get affected by a potential active bottleneck before it is actually formed). Thus, the definition of zones also relies on the identification of the active bottleneck locations/threats. Usually, a zone would have congested/near-congested location(s) at its downstream end and two to three uncongested sections at the upstream end. To identify the controlling ramps and the zone length when conditions are near or at congestion, we start from the most downstream location of the freeway and move upstream by analyzing each location individually at each step. We then use the following rules to mark a merge as the controlling location. Each zone has only one controlling section/ramp at its downstream end, and all the upstream ramp rates are calculated as a function of the controlling one.
For clarity, we adopt a naming convention for the sections such that the sections are numbered from 1 to N (N is the total number of freeway sections) starting at the downstream end of the stretch. (Section j is located upstream from j − 1.) We first estimate the state of all sections, S t (j) for all j = 1, 2, . . . , N. Then, zone identification is given as follows:
If section j − 1 is not controlling, and S t (j) = 1 or 2, then mark j as controlling.
If section (j − k) is controlling and S t (j) = 1 for k < 3, then, if M t (j, j − k) > 0, mark j as controlling. else, mark as noncontrolling. Once the controlling ramps are identified, the zones are implicitly obtained as the complete lengths between any two controlling ramps. Thus, we ensure that the downstream end is a controlling bottleneck (either a single congested/nearcongestion section or a series of sections in the congested/nearcongestion state) and that it has the highest state value among all sections within the zone. (We cannot have a noncontrolling section in state 2 if the controlling section of this specific zone is at state 1.) We also ensure that the upstream end is uncongested since it is just downstream of another bottleneck that defines the boundary for the upstream zone. A zone may sometimes have free-flow sections at its downstream boundary, if zone length = 1 section. This scenario occurs when the section is considered independent of any congestion due to being far from any downstream congestion threats. Fig. 2 shows an example of zone partitioning. (Blue cells are the controlling ramps, and red squares are the zones.)
C. Action Matrix
Given the zone identification, the metering actions are then governed for each zone by the state of the various ramp locations and controlling bottlenecks within the zone, as defined by the following rules:
1) Merge in State 0 With no Downstream Controlling Ramp (zone length, z = 1) => Uncongested_Metering():
Isolated ramp metering is applied with metering rate r t (i) equal to before-the-breakdown capacity minus mainline demand q t (i). Alternatively, any simple isolated strategy (e.g., ALINEA) could be applied, i.e., It contains decision charts to define the state, the metering strategy, and the steps of the algorithm.
IV. APPLICATION AND RESULTS
The developed strategy is tested through an AIMSUN microsimulator on a 12-mi segment of Trunk Highway 169 northbound (TH-169 NB), starting from the I-494 interchange and ending at the 63rd Avenue North (see Fig. 2 ). This site is a circumferential freeway traversing the Twin Cities west metropolitan region. It includes ten weaving sections, four high-occupancy-vehicle bypass ramps, 24 entrance ramps (17 metered), and 25 exit ramps. Among the metered ramps, 15 local access ramps and two freeway-to-freeway ramps connect TH-62 and I-394, respectively (see Fig. 4 ). The upstream and downstream boundaries are uncongested. The 1-mininterval traffic demand data used in the simulation were extracted from the Mn/DOT loop detector database. For the purpose of this study, only one peak period was tested, specifically the afternoon peak on September 25, 2008, between 2 P.M. and 8 P.M.. The parameters of the simulator for this network have been calibrated in previous studies [29] . Fig. 5 summarizes the demand for a subset of the on-ramps of the study site. The measures of effectiveness (MOEs) selected for the preliminary assessment are given as follows:
1) delay (in vehicle hours) on the mainline, ramps, and entire system (freeway and ramps); 2) total travel (in vehicle miles) on the mainline, ramps, and entire system (freeway and ramps); 3) average speed on the mainline; 4) total number of stops on the mainline; 5) average number of stops on the mainline; 6) mean queue size on ramps; 7) maximum queue size on ramps; 8) mean ramp wait times; 9) maximum ramp wait times. The simulation results are summarized in Tables I and II , which present the aforementioned MOEs. In both tables, the base case for the comparison is the current SZM strategy. From Table I , it can be seen that, under the new strategy, both mainline and ramp delay during the study period are greatly reduced. Specifically, the total ramp delay decreased by about 29% with the new ramp control strategy, and the mainline delay decreased by about 5%; the total delay for the entire system dropped by almost 9%. This finding suggests that, in this case, the new strategy is effective since it reduces not only ramp delay but total system delay as well. Similarly, under the new control strategy, the total travel time on the mainline decreased by 1.5%, the ramp total travel time dropped by nearly 20%, and the total system (freeway and ramp) travel time decreased by about 3%. Decreased mainline congestion is also evidenced by the decrease in the total number of mainline stops per vehicle and the total stop time, as can be seen from Table I . Table II presents the effects of the stratified ramp control strategy on all TH169NB metered entrance ramps for the peak period 4:00-6:30 P.M. The results clearly indicate that the new control strategy is very effective in keeping ramp wait times below the maximum allowed and in reducing ramp delay time. Another interesting observation made by analyzing the simulation results is that the new strategy substantially reduces ramp queues, whereas the overall ramp delay for the peak period was reduced by nearly 30%.
A simple sensitivity analysis was carried out on the parameter that indicates the ramp constraint wait times for all the ramps. For the original reported results (see Tables I and II) , the ramp constraint wait time for all ramps along the network was set to 4 min (the recommended value used by Mn/DOT). The constraint was relaxed at the TH62 ramp, which reported the highest on-ramp delays in simulation, to 5 min. For the sensitivity analysis, simulation runs were made first for varying allowable ramp delay constraints on all ramps while keeping the delay constraint constant for the TH62 ramp. Table III lists the system MOEs obtained for this set of test cases. Similarly, a set of simulation runs was also made for varying values of delay constraint on the TH62 ramp while keeping all other ramps constant at 4 min, with Table III listing the resulting MOEs for the cases. From both the test sets, we see that the ramp travel times and wait times increase with an increase in allowable ramp wait times, which follows naturally, while mainline and system-wide performance parameters such as total delay, total stop time, and speed first improve and then worsen with increasing delay constraints. The optimal value for overall system MOEs is T = 4 min. This value ensures peak system performance with smooth mainline flow of traffic and not high enough to overly burden the ramps themselves, causing high delays.
The new strategy successfully reaches the objectives of decreasing the length of congested period in the mainline. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the SZM versus the new strategy through contour plots of mainline density. It is evident that, in many locations, the onset of the breakdown is postponed, and the system recovered faster by 5-10 min.
V. CONCLUSION
A new-generation coordinated traffic-responsive ramp metering algorithm has been designed for Minnesota's freeways based on density measurements, rather than flow rates. This was motivated in view of empirical results from observations, indicating that, when recurrent traffic breakdowns occur, capacity significantly varies, even under the same operating conditions and that the critical density value for this stochastic capacity is more stable. Indeed, our test results have indicated that the density-based feedback coordinated algorithm succeeds in delaying the onset of breakdown, accelerating system recovery when ramp metering is unable to maintain uncongested conditions in the mainline due to the violation of maximum allowable ramp waiting time, and improving freeway and ramp performance, compared with the current deployed algorithm (SZM). To study the effects of varying traffic demand patterns, occurrence of incidents, detector malfunctions, and other relevant issues, additional sites are being selected for testing. This additional testing will allow more in-depth evaluation, parameter optimization, and potential improvements for the new strategy. A field test implementation of the resulting control strategy is currently being planned for refinements and large-scale deployment in the Twin Cities freeways, as simulations are still not accurately replicate real-world conditions. He is currently with the Department of Civil Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. He has more than 30 years of experience in traffic engineering, management, operations, and control. His research led to the development of AUTOSCOPE, which is the first and most widely used machinevision-based vehicle detection and surveillance system, with more than 20 000 installations worldwide since 1993. His recent work has included continuum modeling of traffic flow dynamics in complex large-scale networks; he is a leader in the development of a wide-area vehicle detection system based on machine vision for testing and validating traffic flow models, adaptive (realtime) control, and automatic incident detection. He has presented or published more than 150 papers in proceedings and peer-reviewed journals, in addition to numerous research reports. He is the holder of U.S. and E.U. patents for machine-vision-based vehicle detection systems. His research interests include the modeling of traffic flow dynamics, traffic flow theory, traffic simulation and control, and the development of advanced traffic management systems.
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